Short List No. 176 - 2015.

The G-List

(A Random Miscellany)
1 Greenwood, F. Murray; Editor & Translator. **LAND OF A THOUSAND SORROWS.** The Australian Prison Journal, 1840-1842, of the Exiled Canadien Patriote, Francois-Maurice Lepailleur. Roy. 8vo, First Australian Edition; pp. xxxviii, 174; 4 maps, 8 plates, notes, index; original papered boards; (front endpaper slightly marked; stamp on edges); a very good copy in slightly worn dustwrapper. Melbourne; Melbourne University Press; 1980. #55  **A$35.00**
2 Geikie, Archibald. **GEOLOGICAL SKETCHES AT HOME AND ABROAD.** First Edition; pp. x, 382, [2](adv.); 3 maps, 26 illustrations; original cloth; uncut; (spine faded & a little marked); a nice copy. London; Macmillan and Co.; 1882. #3281 A$95.00
3 Goldfields: 1862-3. Victoria. REPORT FROM THE SELECT COMMITTEE ON GOLD PROSPECTORS; Together with the Proceedings of the Committee, Minutes of Evidence, and Appendix. F’cap folio; pp. viii, [ii], 24, [ii], 40(appendix); sewn, as issued; a fine copy. Melbourne; John Ferres, Government Printer; 1862-3. ***Enquiry to establish and reward the discoverers of several Victorian gold-fields, including those at Ararat, Inglewood, Upper Goulburn, Emerald and others. #3571 A$125.00
4. **Gellert, Leon. SONGS OF A CAMPAIGN.** Third and Enlarged Edition with Pictures by Norman Lindsay. Sq. 8vo; pp. [iii]-x (LACKING half-title), 126, [2](adv.), [2](blank); 16 full-page illustrations & illust. endpapers by Norman Lindsay; original cloth; a very good copy. Sydney; Angus & Robertson Limited Publishers to the University; 1917. ***Previous editions were not illustrated by Lindsay. #4325
A$30.00
5  **Goddard, Roy H.**  *The Life and Times of James Milson.*  Cr. 4to, First Edition; pp. xii, 206, [2](blank); endpaper map & genealogical table, 11 other maps, 16 plates, 21 decorations by Geoffrey C. Ingleton; bibliography, appendices, ref. notes, summary of letters, index; original cloth; (some foxing; torn dustwrapper). Melbourne; Georgian House; 1955. #4343  **A$50.00**

A$40.00
7 Guarmani, Carlo. **NORTHERN NAJD.** A Journey from Jerusalem to Anaiza in Qasim. Translated from the Italian by Lady Capel-Cure. With introduction and notes by Douglas Carruthers, Gold Medallist of the Royal Geographical Society. 4to, Facsimile Edition; pp. xlv, 136(last 2 blank); facsimile title-page (of original Italian edition), 2 maps (1 folding), 7 plates, glossary, bibliography, 17 appendices, index; original vinyl; a fine copy. [Amsterdam; N. Israel; 1971]. ***Argonaut Press No. 16. First published (in this form) in 1938. #9132 A$110.00

***Freeman 1582. #9724  

A$75.00
9  **Gregory**, Augustus Charles and **Gregory** Francis Thomas. *Journals of Australian Explorations*. Facsimile Edition; pp. [ii], [iv], 210, [2](blank); 6 plates, 3 text illustrations; original vinyl; a very good copy. [Adelaide; Libraries Board of South Australia; 1969]. ***Australiana Facsimile Editions No. 14 (366 copies printed). Brigadier FitzGerald’s copy with bookplate and numerous light pencilled annotations in margins. #11179  A$145.00
10 Growoll, A. and Eames, Wilberforce. **THREE CENTURIES OF ENGLISH BOOKTRADE BIBLIOGRAPHY.** An Essay on the Beginnings of Booktrade Bibliography since the Introduction of Printing and in England since 1595 by A. Growoll. Also a List of the Catalogues, Etcetera Published for the English Booktrade from 1595-1902 by Wilberforce Eames. Facsimile Edition; pp. [ii], xiv, 196(last blank); 2 folding plates, several illustrations, folding table, appendix, index; original cloth; a fine copy in dustwrapper. London; The Holland Press; 1964. ***First published in 1903. #11621 A$50.00
11 Geikie, Sir Archibald. **OUTLINES OF FIELD-GEOLOGY.** Fifth Edition. Cr. 8vo, Fifth Edition; pp. xx, 252; 88 illustrations, including many full-page & several sketch maps, index; original cloth (flecked); uncut; a nice clean copy. London; Macmillan and Co.; 1896. #14436  

A$45.00
12  **Goldfields: 1855-6. Victoria. **REPORT OF THE SELECT COMMITTEE OF THE LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL ON GOLD-MINING ON PRIVATE PROPERTY, together with the Proceedings of the Committee, Minutes of Evidence, and Appendices. Ordered by the Council to be printed, 14th February, 1856. F’cap folio; pp. xxii, 20; sewn, as issued; a fine copy. Melbourne; John Ferres, Government Printer; 1856. ***A scarce report. #16235  A$95.00
13  **Gaby**, Capt. James.  **MATE IN SAIL.**  Cr. 4to, First Edition; pp. 288 (last blank); numerous coloured & b/w. illustrations (many full-page) from paintings and photographs, glossary; a nice copy in slightly torn dustwrapper.  Artarmon, N.S.W.; Antipodean Publishers; 1974.  ***Tales told by one of the last sea captains of the great sailing ships of the past and their crews.***  #20292  A$85.00
14 Greenhill, Basil. THE MERCHANT SCHOONERS. 4to, Fourth(?) Edition; pp. [x], 310; 200 photographic illustrations & 47 figures, 9 appendices, index; original papered boards; a fine copy in dustwrapper. (London); Conway Maritime Press; (1988). ***First published in 1951 in two volumes: this edition revised and complete in one volume. #20627 A$80.00
15 Gardiner, Robert; Editor. Conway’s History of the Ship. SAIL’S LAST CENTURY. The Merchant Sailing Ship 1830-1930. Consultant Editor: Dr Basil Greenhill, CB, CMG, FSA, FRHistS. Roy. 4to, First Edition; pp. 176; numerous fine illustrations & diagrams, bibliography, glossary, index; original papered boards; a fine copy in dustwrapper. (London); Conway Maritime Press; (1993). #21689 A$75.00
16  Gibbs, Jim.  **WEST COAST WINDJAMMERS.**  In Story and Pictures.  4to, First Edition; pp. 192; very numerous illustrations, index; original cloth; a fine copy in slightly rubbed dustwrapper. Seattle; Superior Publishing Company; (1968).  #21729   **A$45.00**
Gr ant, James. THE NARRATIVE OF A VOYAGE OF DISCOV-
ERY, performed in His Majesty’s Vessel the Lady Nelson, of Sixty Tons
Burthen, with Sliding Keels, in the Years 1800, 1801, and 1802, to New
South Wales. By James Grant, Lieutenant in the Royal Navy. Including
Remarks on the Cape de Verd Islands, Cape of Good Hope, the hitherto
Unknown Parts of New Holland, discovered by him in his Passage (the
first ever attempted from Europe) through the Streight separating that
Island from the land discovered by Van Dieman [sic]: Together with
Various Details of his Interviews with the Natives of New South Wales;
Observations on the Soil, Natural Productions, &c. not known or very
slightly treated of by former Navigators; with his Voyage home in the Brig
Anna Josepha round Cape Horn; and an Account of the Present State
of the Falkland Islands. To which is prefixed an Account of the Origin
of Sliding Keels, and the Advantages resulting from their Use; With an
Appendix of Orders, Certificates, and Examinations, relative to the Trial
Cutter. The Whole illustrated with elegant Engravings. London: Printed
by C. Roworth, Bell Yard, Fleet Street, for T. Egerton, Military Library,
Whitehall. 1803. Demy 4to, First Edition; pp. [iv](title & dedication,
versos blank), [ii](List of Encouragers), [viii](Contents, last Erratum &
Directions to the Binder), [v]-xxvi(An Account of the Origin of Sliding
Keels), [ii](blank), 196(last blank); large folding plan of the sliding keels,
folding chart, 1 coloured & 5 b/w. plates, appendix; neatly recased in orig-
inal papered boards (rebacked, with printed paper label in style similar
to original, and free endpapers replaced using contemporary paper; spine
ends a little worn); entirely uncut and unopened; an exceptionally fine & clean copy; rare. London; Printed for T. Egerton; 1803. ***Ferguson 375; Wantrup 75; Hill, page 126. This copy is complete with the rare “List of Encouragers” leaf AND the blank leaf d4, neither mentioned by Ferguson, and one or both not present in most copies. The plates and chart were all engraved by S. I. Neele, 352 Strand and it seems that the work was not in fact published until 1804 as while the coloured plate of the Crested Cockatoo and the plate of the Lady Nelson in the Thames are dated July 1st, 1803 and the chart is dated Dec. 27th 1803, the remaining plates (except that of the sliding keels which is undated) are all dated Jan. 10th 1804. Never having been rebound, this copy has the plates all together, before the main text, with the result that the fine coloured plate of the Crested Cockatoo which almost invariably has the text offset across it, is here unmarked and in its original glory. The Lady Nelson was originally sent out to survey the unknown coasts of New Holland and was later chosen to accompany Matthew Flinders’ on his circumnavigation of Australia. She accompanied him when he set off, but her slow sailing meant she was unable to keep up and was forced to turn back when she ran aground off the Queensland coast. The voyage included the first navigation of Bass Strait from West to East. The Lady Nelson was an experimental vessel, and her performance was of considerable interest to nautical science. Grant was given command rather than the designer Captain Schanck, as it was thought that the experiment would be given a fairer trial. The sliding keels did not, however, make the impact expected in spite of the advantage they presented for surveying in shallow waters. #21808

A$17,500.00
18 Grant, James. **THE NARRATIVE OF A VOYAGE OF DISCOVERY**, performed in His Majesty’s Vessel the Lady Nelson, of Sixty Tons Burthen, with Sliding Keels, in the Years 1800, 1801, and 1802, to New South Wales. [Etc.] To which is prefixed an Account of the Origin of Sliding Keels, and the Advantages resulting from their Use. 4to, Facsimile Edition; pp. [viii], xxvi, [2](blank), [2](list of encouragers), 200(last 5 blank); large folding plan of the sliding keels, folding chart, 1 coloured & 5 b/w. plates, appendix; original cloth; (endpapers slightly marked); a nice copy in slightly faded dustwrapper. (Melbourne; Heritage Publications); N.D. [c. 1970]. ***The “Lady Nelson” was originally sent out to survey the unknown coasts of New Holland and was later chosen to accompany Matthew Flinders’ on his circumnavigation of Australia. She accompanied him when he set off, but her slow sailing meant she was unable to keep up and was forced to turn back when she ran aground off the Queensland coast. The voyage included the first navigation of Bass Strait from West to East. The “Lady Nelson” was an experimental vessel, and her performance was of considerable interest to nautical science. Grant was given command rather than the designer Captain Schanck, as it was thought that the experiment would be given a fairer trial. The sliding keels did not, however, make the impact expected in spite of the advantage they presented for surveying in shallow waters. #22372 A$245.00
19  Giggal, Kenneth. **CLASSIC SAILING SHIPS.** With paintings by Cornelis de Vries. Square 4to, First Edition; pp. 128; 40 fine full-page coloured plates, a few other illustrations, glossary, bibliography, index; original papered boards; a fine copy in dustwrapper. (London); Webb & Bower (in association with) Michael Joseph; (1988). #21867

A$70.00
20  Gray, William R.  **VOYAGES TO PARADISE:** Exploring in the Wake of Captain Cook. Photographed by Gordon W. Gahan. Super roy. 8vo, First Edition; pp. 216; a few sketch maps, numerous coloured illustrations (several double & full-page), index; original papered boards; a fine copy in slightly defective dustwrapper.  Washington, D.C.; National Geographic Society; (1981).  #23420  **A$45.00**
21 Grand, Steve. **CREATION.** Life and How to Make It. [From the Inventor of the Groundbreaking Computer Game ‘Creatures’]. Med. 8vo, First Edition; pp. x, 230; 24 figures, bibliography, index; original papered boards; a fine copy in dustwrapper. London; Weidenfeld & Nicolson; (2000). ***Including language, artificial intelligence, etc. #23897

A$45.00
22 Gosse, W[illiam] C[hristie]. **W. C. GOSSE’S EXPLORATIONS, 1873.** Report and Diary of Mr. W. C. Gosse’s Central and Western Exploring Expedition, 1873. F’cap folio, Facsimile Edition; pp. [ii], 24(last blank); large folding map (in end-pocket), frontispiece of Ayers Rock; original vinyl; a fine copy. Adelaide; Libraries Board of South Australia; 1973. ***Originally published in 1874. Australiana Facsimile Editions No. 71. 603 copies only were printed. #24145 A$275.00
23. Gleeson, James. **COLONIAL PAINTERS 1788-1880**. Australian Painting Studio Series. General Editor; John Henshaw. Cr. 4to, First Edition; pp. 128; 75 coloured plates (some double & full-page), 17 b/w. illustrations (mostly full-page), list of works in public collections, bibliography, alphabetical index of artists; original papered boards; a fine copy in dustwrapper. (Melbourne); Lansdowne, Australian Art Library; (1971). #26198

A$85.00
24 [Gottlieb, Gerald]. **EARLY CHILDREN’S BOOKS AND THEIR ILLUSTRATION.** Med. 4to, First Edition; pp. xxx, 268 (last 3 blank); coloured frontispiece, very numerous illustrations including 21 coloured plates, bibliography, index; original cloth; a very good ex-library copy in dustwrapper. New York; The Pierpont Morgan Library, Toronto, Oxford University Press; (1975). ***An attractively produced work, finely printed by gravure, with beautiful illustrations in colour and soft-toned black, and text captions in red on high quality paper. The library markings are relatively unobtrusive, comprising stamps and/or numbers on endpaper, title-page, verso and last page of index only, and a small stamp on fore-edge. #26790

A$45.00
26 **Gray, Albert; assisted by H. C. P. Bell. **THE VOYAGE OF FRANCOIS PYRARD OF LAVAL to the East Indies, the Maldives, the Moluccas and Brazil. Translated from the Third French Edition of 1619. 2 vols. in 3, Facsimile Edition; Vol. I, pp. lx, 452; several illustrations; Vol. II, part I, pp. xlvi, 288(last blank); several illustrations; Vol. II, part II, pp. xii, [289]-572; several illustrations & maps (3 folding), dictionary of the Maldive language, 5 appendices, index; original cloth; a fine set. New Delhi; Asian Educational Services; 2000. ***Originally published by the Hakluyt Society in 1887-90. #26944 A$135.00

A$45.00
28 Gillen, Mollie. **THE FOUNDER OF AUSTRALIA.** A Biographical Dictionary of the First Fleet. With Appendices by Yvonne Browning, Michael Flynn, Mollie Gillen. Roy. 8vo, First Edition; pp. xlviii, 608; 5 maps, 49 illustrations, 12 appendices, bibliography, 4 indices (signatures, personal names, place names & general), list of subscribers; original papered boards; a fine copy in dustwrapper; scarce. Sydney; Library of Australian History; 1989. #28199 A$275.00
George VI: *THE CORonation BOOK OF KING GEORGE VI AND QUEEN ELIZABETH*. Roy. 8vo, First Edition; pp. 512; coloured pictorial endpapers, 4 coloured plates, very numerous illustrations, printed in sepia throughout; original cloth; (some mild soiling & a couple of small marginal tears); a very good copy. London; Odhams Press Ltd.; [1937]. ***Including photographs from WW I. ***

#28681

A$35.00
30 Gibbs, Sir Philip, K.B.E.; Edited by. **THE BOOK OF THE KING’S JUBILEE.** The Life and Times of our King and Queen and their People 1865-1935. First Edition; pp. 512; numerous illustrations, chronology; original cloth (spine slightly faded); a nice copy. London; Hutchinson & Co. (Publishers) Ltd.; 1935. #28792 A$50.00
31 **Gillett, Ross.** AUSTRALIAN SHIPS. [Over Two Centuries of Our Maritime Heritage]. 4to, First Edition; pp. 145 (including rear endpaper); 32 coloured plates, numerous b/w. illustrations, bibliography, index; original slick pictorial papered boards; a fine copy in dustwrapper. (Frenchs Forest); Child & Associates, An Australian Publisher; (1989). #29889

A$60.00
32  **Greenhill, Basil. **SCHOONERS.  Med. 4to, First Edition; pp. 160; over 140 illustrations (many full-page); original papered boards; a fine copy in dustwrapper.  London; B. T. Batsford Ltd; (1980).  #30078

A$45.00
33  Gardiner, Robert; Editor.  Conway’s History of the Ship.  **THE ADVENT OF STEAM.** The Merchant Steamship before 1900. Consultant Editor: Dr Basil Greenhill.  Roy. 4to, First Edition; pp. 190, [2](blank); numerous fine illustrations & diagrams, bibliography, glossary, index; original papered boards; a fine copy in dustwrapper.  (London); Conway Maritime Press; (1993).  #30421  A$75.00
34  Gill, Thomas.  **BIBLIOGRAPHY OF SOUTH AUSTRALIA.** Facsimile Edition; pp. [ii], [iii], 118, [2](blank); appendices, index; original vinyl; a fine copy.  [Adelaide; Libraries Board of South Australia; 1976].  ***Australiana Facsimile Editions No. 200 (518 copies printed).  First published in 1886.  #31729  A$60.00
[Garran, Hon. Andrew; Editor]. **PICTURESQUE ATLAS OF AUSTRALASIA.** Reduced facsimile edition, 2 vols. in 1, demy 4to; pp. [xii], 254, [4]; [255]-530; 26 full-page plates & about 700 illustrations in text; original papered boards; a very good copy in dustwrapper. Sydney; Ure Smith; (1974). ***Originally published in 1886. #32419 A$65.00
36 **Gingerich, Owen.** THE BOOK NOBODY READ. Chasing the Revolutions of Nicolaus Copernicus. Cr. 8vo, First U.K. Edition; pp. xiv, 306; 8 coloured plates, numerous b/w. illustrations & a few maps, 2 appendices, bibliographic notes, index; original papered boards; a fine copy in dustwrapper. London; William Heinemann; (2004). ***First published in the U.S. in 2004 by Walker Publishing Co. A fascinating account by an astronomer and book collector of his travels and researches on Nicolaus Copernicus’ De Revolutionibus (of which he compiled an annotated census) and which Arthur Koestler most erroneously claimed was “the book nobody read”. #33339

A$35.00

#35195 A$40.00
40 Gurr, Andrew; with John Orrell. **REBUILDING SHAKESPEARE’S GLOBE**. [With a Foreword by Sam Wanamaker]. Roy. 8vo, First Edition; pp. 200(last 3 blank); 52 illustrations (44 double-page & coloured), notes, index; original papered boards; a fine copy in dustwrapper. London; Weidenfeld and Nicolson; (1989). 

#37013

A$40.00
41 Guernsey, Lisa. **INTO THE MINDS OF BABES.** How Screen Time Affects Children from Birth to Age Five. Med. 8vo, First Edition; pp. xvi, 288(last blank); 4 illustrations, 3 appendices, bibliography, index; original papered boards; a fine copy in dustwrapper. New York; Basic Books, A Member of the Perseus Books Group; (2007). #37313  

**A$30.00**
42  **Gaster, Leon and Dow, J. S.**  *MODERN ILLUMINANTS AND ILLUMINATING ENGINEERING.*  With 204 Illustrations.  First Edition; pp. [ii], xiv, 462, [2](blank); 204 illustrations, appendix (bibliography), index; original cloth; a nice copy; scarce.  London; Whittaker & Co.; 1915.  ***A comprehensive work, including illumination and the eye, colour and the eye, gas lighting, electric lighting, etc.  #39874  

A$75.00
43  **Gilbert, Linney; Edited by. THE BEAUTIES AND WONDERS OF NATURE AND SCIENCE: A Collection of Curious, Interesting, & Valuable Information, for the Instruction & Improvement of the Enquiring Mind. Edited by Gilbert Linney, A/M/, Assisted by his Literary Friends. With numerous illustrative engravings. First Edition; pp. [iv], iv, 280 but lacking pp. 95/6; 39 full-page & 3 double-page plates (of 58?) & vignette on title-page; binders’ cloth, (considerable minor soiling; tear in one plate repaired). London; Published by Thomas Holmes, (Successor to Edward Lacey,); N.D. [c. 1839?]. ***Of some interest for its account of printing and papermaking, also whaling & much else. #39877**

A$40.00
44  Gibb, Sir Alexander. **THE STORY OF TELFORD.** The Rise of Civil Engineering. With 31 illustrations and 3 maps. First Edition; pp. xxii, 358, [2](adv., verso blank); 3 double-page maps, 26 plates, chronology, list of works, bibliography, index; original cloth; a nice copy. London; Alexander Maclehose & Co.; 1935. #40095 A$45.00
45 Gunston, Bill. **FIGHTER!** [A pictorial history of international fighter aircraft]. 4to, First Edition; pp. 96; numerous coloured illustrations, index; original slick pictorial papered boards; a fine copy in dustwrapper. (Bristol); Parragon; (1998). #41331  A$30.00
46 Goldfields: 1866. [Second Session.] Victoria. **REPORT FROM THE SELECT COMMITTEE ON REWARDS TO DISCOVERERS OF GOLD FIELDS;** Together with the Proceedings of the Committee, Minutes of Evidence, and Appendix. F’cap folio; pp. 26(last blank); sewn, as issued. Melbourne; John Ferres, Government Printer; 1866. ***With, also a single page: “Awards for Discovery of New Gold Fields in the Year 1862. Return showing the Amounts awarded for the Discovery of New Gold Fields in the Year 1862”, published 1863. #41621 A$85.00
47  Gilbert, Edmund W. **BRITISH PIONEERS IN GEOGRAPHY.**
First Edition; pp. 272(last blank); 20 maps & figures, 16 plates,
appendix, index; original papered boards; a nice copy in dustwrapper.
Newton Abbot; David & Charles; (1972). **From Richard Hakluyt
onwards including medical pioneers. #42216  A$30.00**
Galton, Francis; F.R.S. **HEREDITARY GENIUS.** An Inquiry into its Laws and Consequences. Cr. 8vo, Second Edition, Third Impression; pp. xxxii, 380, [2](adv.), [2](blank); several tables, appendix, index; original cloth (a little flecked; spine faded); a very good copy; scarce. London; Macmillan and Co., Limited; 1925. ***First published in 1869, second edition first published in 1892 with an additional Prefatory Chapter, but otherwise unchanged from the first edition. Galton was Charles Darwin’s cousin. #43529 A$110.00
49  **Gould, Stephen Jay.**  *LIFE’S GRANDEUR.*  The Spread of Excellence from Plato to Darwin.  Med. 8vo, First U.K. Edition; pp. xx, 244, [8](blank); numerous illustrations in text, bibliography, index; original papered boards; a fine copy in dustwrapper.  London; Jonathan Cape; (1996).  ***First published in the US by Harmony Books in the same year under the title “Full House”.**  #48992  A$50.00
50  Gould, George M.  **GOULD’S POCKET PRONOUNCING MEDICAL DICTIONARY** of the Principal Words used in Medicine and the Collateral Sciences. With a Appendix Containing Tables of the Arteries, Bones, Chemical Elements, Hormones, Micro-organisms, Muscles, Nerves, Prefixes and Suffixes, Phobias, Signs and Symbols, Etc., Also a Physician’s Dose List of Drugs with Their Incompatibilities, and a Veterinary Dose Table, Both in English and Metric Measures, and Based upon the Twelfth Revision U.S. Pharmacopoeia and the Seventh Edition of the National Pharmacy. By the Late George M. Gould, A. M., M. D. Eleventh Edition of over 40,000 words, revised by C. V. Brownlow and Staff. F’cap 8vo, Eleventh Edition, Fourteenth Impression; pp. viii, [1056]; 85 tables, appendix; original cloth; a nice copy. Philadelphia; The Blakiston Company; 1950.  ***This edition first published in 1939. #49418  A$30.00
51 Gaylard, Geoff; Text by. ONE HUNDRED & FIFTY YEARS OF NEWS FROM THE HERALD. [Introduction by Kim Lockwood]. Super roy. 4to, First Edition; pp. 400; profusely illustrated; original papered boards; a fine copy in dustwrapper. [Fishermens Bend]; Southbank; [1990]. ***The Victorian Herald. #50483 A$75.00
52  **Gregory, Richard L.**  *THE OXFORD COMPANION TO THE MIND.*  Edited by Richard L. Gregory with the assistance of O. L. Zangwill. Med. 8vo, U.S. Edition, Second Impression; pp. xviii, 856, [6](blank); several illustrations & figures, index; original stiff wrappers (slight crease to lower front corner); a nice copy. New York; Oxford University Press; 1987.  ***A wonderful compendium on all aspects of the mind/brain. #52785  A$45.00
53  Geikie, James.  **STRUCTURAL AND FIELD GEOLOGY.**  For Students of Pure and Applied Science.  Third Edition, Revised.  Pp. xxiv, 452, 32(adv.); 69 plates (4 coloured), 160 figures, 5 appendices, index; original cloth (slightly spotted; new front endpaper); a nice copy.  Edinburgh; Oliver and Boyd; 1912.  #53887  A$100.00
Goldfields: 1853-4. Victoria. REPORT FROM THE SELECT COMMITTEE OF THE LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL ON THE CLAIMS FOR DISCOVERY OF GOLD IN VICTORIA. Together with the Proceedings of Committee, Minutes of Evidence, and Appendix. Ordered by the Council to be printed, 10th March, 1854. F’cap folio; pp. 14(last blank), 22; appendix, supplemental evidence; sewn, as issued; a fine copy; very scarce. Melbourne; John Ferres, Government Printer; 1854. ***A scarce pre-Eureka report. 

#53996

A$145.00
55 Goldfields: 1855-6. Victoria. REPORT FROM THE SELECT COMMITTEE OF THE LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL ON GOLD, Together with the Proceedings of the Committee, Minutes of Evidence, and Appendix. Ordered by the Council to be printed, 20th March, 1856. F’cap folio; pp. xiv, 56; 2 appendices; sewn, as issued; (some mild foxing); a nice copy; scarce. Melbourne; John Ferres, Government Printer; 1856. #54955

A$195.00
56  **Gosse**, Philip Henry, F.R.S. **OMPHALOS**: An Attempt to Untie the Geological Knot. Facsimile Edition; pp. [ii](blank), xiv, 376, [6] (original adverts.), [2](blank); 56 illustrations, index; original stiff wrappers; a nice copy.  Woodbridge, Connecticut; Ox Bow Press; (1998).  ***First published in 1857, Gosse’s Omphalos hypothesis that God had recently created the earth with the appearance of being very old, destroyed his reputation, but has nevertheless been trotted out from time to time as a supposed refutation of Darwin’s theory of evolution and of the various means by which we know the antiquity of the earth.***

#57537

A$50.00
57  **Graham, R. B. Cunninghame.**  *CARTAGENA AND THE BANKS OF THE SINÚ.* Roy. 8vo, First Edition, Second Impression; pp. [ii], xiv, 248(last blank); portrait frontispiece; original cloth; a very good copy. London; William Heinemann; 1922. ***Columbia.***

#58025

A$75.00
58  Gould, Stephen Jay.  **HEN’S TEETH AND HORSE’S TOES.**  [Further Reflections in Natural History].  First Edition; pp. 416(last 3 blank); numerous illustrations in text, bibliography, index; original quarter cloth (spine slightly wrinkled); a very good copy in worn dustwrapper.  New York; W. W. Norton & Company; (1983).

***Including essays on the Piltdown affair.  #58204  A$50.00
Govett, William Romaine: **SKETCHES OF NEW SOUTH WALES.** Written and Illustrated for The Saturday Magazine in 1836-37 by William Romaine Govett. Together with an Essay on The Saturday Magazine by Gaston Renard and an Account of his Life by Annette Potts. Demy 4to, First Edition (as a book); pp. xxxii, 96; portrait frontispiece and one plate (see below), sketch map, 20 illustrations, notes, index; original decorated printed cloth. Melbourne; Gaston Renard Publisher; 1977. ***Edition limited to 200 numbered copies for sale, 30 for private circulation and 20 for copyright, publicity and other circulation. This is one of the 30 numbered copies for private circulation, having an additional plate of Govett’s Leap facing the limitation notice. The original twenty Sketches published in The Saturday Magazine over a period have never before been published in book form. [FERGUSON, incidentally, in his “Bibliography of Australia” - item 2175 - records only the first fourteen sketches]. GOVETT was Assistant Surveyor under Major T. L. MITCHELL from 1828 to 1833, and recorded many of the topographical features of Sydney’s environs for the first time. Govett’s Leap was named in his honour. #48117

A$225.00
60  Gould, John. **HUMMING BIRDS.** Eulampis Jugularis. A full size facsimile print of this bird (two specimens shown) being Plate 82 from Volume II of the Monograph of the Trochilidae, or Humming-Birds. A fine, colourful and attractive print, 370 by 540 mm. (image 310 by 380 approx. plus captions). Melbourne; Hill House; 1993. ***The colours are very faithful to the original.*** #58678  A$65.00
61 Glynn, Ian. **ELEGANCE IN SCIENCE.** The Beauty of Simplicity. First Edition; pp. xviii, 286(last 15 blank); 66 figures, appendix, notes, index; original papered boards; a fine copy in dustwrapper. (Oxford); Oxford University Press; (2010). #59157 **A$40.00**
62  **Gould, Stephen Jay. ****LEONARDO’S MOUNTAIN OF CLAMS AND THE DIET OF WORMS.** Essays on Natural History. Med. 8vo, First Edition; pp. [x], 422; several illustrations in text, bibliography, index; original papered boards (marked; contents fine); a very good copy in dustwrapper. London; Jonathan Cape; (1998).  

***All the essays contained in this work were first published in Natural History magazine, but this appears to be the first edition in book form.***  
#59419  
A$30.00
63 Goldfields: 1856. Victoria. MINING RESOURCES OF THE COLONY OF VICTORIA. Report of the Commissioners appointed by His Excellency the Officer Administering the Government, to enquire into The Mining Resources of the Colony. Presented to both Houses of Parliament by His Excellency’s Command. [With, Idem] 1856-7. Victoria. Second Progress Report [etc.]. Two papers, f’cap folio; pp. 6; 12(last blank); sewn, as issued; fine copies; scarce. Melbourne; John Ferres, Government Printer; 1856-1857. #59892 A$75.00
64  **Grodzinsky, Yosef [and] Amunts, Katrin; Edited by. BROCA’S REGION.** Roy. 8vo, First Edition; pp. xvi, 424(last 5 blank); 16 coloured plates, numerous b/w. illustrations & figures, references, author index, subject index; original papered boards; a fine copy in dustwrapper. (New York); Oxford University Press; 2006.  ***A remarkable collection of papers from the Broca’s Region Workshop held in Julich and Aachen in 2005, together with a selection of seminal historical papers (starting with Broca himself) on neuro-anatomy and linguistics. #62158  
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65 Gould, Stephen Jay. **THE LYING STONES OF MARRAKECH.**
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66  Gould, Lieut.-Commander R. T., R.N. (Retired).  *The Case for the Sea-Serpent*.  First Edition; pp. xii, 292 (last blank); endpaper map, 8 plates, 29 figures, index; original cloth; (some foxing); a very good copy; scarce.  (London); Philip Allan; 1930.  ***Geoffrey Ingleton’s copy, with his bookplate.  #65183  A$60.00
67  Gould, Charles. **MYTHICAL MONSTERS.** Med. 8vo, Facsimile Edition; pp. [viii], 412(last 5 blank); 91 illustrations, 9 appendices; original papered boards; a nice copy. London; Bracken Books; (1989).

***First published in 1886. #65188

A$35.00
68  **Gupta, A. P.; Edited by.**  **ARTHROPOD PHYLOGENY.**  Med. 8vo, First Edition; pp. xx, 762, [2](blank); very numerous figures, references, index, index; original vinyl (very slightly marked; slight foxing of endleaves); a nice copy in dustwrapper; scarce. New York; Van Nostrand Reinhold Company; (1979). #65294  **A$95.00**
69  Glass, Bentley; [and others].  **FORERUNNERS OF DARWIN: 1745-1859.** Edited by Bentley Glass, Owsei Temkin, William L. Straus, Jr. under the auspices of The Johns Hopkins History of Ideas Club.  First Paperback (=Second) Edition; pp. xxii, 472(last blank); 5 plates, 2 figures, index; original stiff wrappers; a very good copy. Baltimore; The Johns Hopkins Press; 1968.  ***First published 1959, this edition contains an additional Preface and Bibliographic Note. #65422  A$40.00
70 Gregory, Frederick. **SCIENTIFIC MATERIALISM IN NINETEENTH CENTURY GERMANY.** Med. 8vo, First Edition; pp. xxiv, 280(last adv.); 9 figures, notes, bibliography, index; original cloth; a very good copy in slightly worn dustwrapper. Dordrecht-Holland; D. Reidel Publishing Company; (1977). ***Studies in the History of Modern Science Volume 1. #65451 A$45.00
71 Greg, W. R.  **ENIGMAS OF LIFE.** With a prefatory memoir. Edited by his wife. Cr. 8vo, 19th Edition; pp. cii, 312, 80 (inserted adv., dated 1892); appendix; original cloth (a little worn); a very good copy. London; Kegan Paul, Trench, Trubner & Co. Ltd.; 1892.  ***First published in 1874. #65453  

A$50.00
72 Glick, Thomas F.; edited by. **THE COMPARATIVE RECEPTION OF DARWINISM.** The Dan Danciger Publication Series. Med. 8vo, First Edition; pp. x, 506(last blank); 3 appendices, notes on contributors, index; original cloth; (a little foxing of edges); a very good copy in worn dustwrapper (spine faded). Austin and London; University of Texas Press; (1972). #65502 A$120.00
73 Gheyselinck, R. **THE RESTLESS EARTH.** Geology for Everyman. Edited and with an Introduction by Dr. Paul Karlson. Translated from the German Version of the Original Dutch by Dr. Ernst Fellner and Betty Inskip. First Edition; pp. 288(last 3 blank); 8 plates; original canvas; (some foxing); a very good copy. London; The Scientific Book Club; (1939). #65534  

**A$30.00**
74 Gould, Stephen Jay. **WONDERFUL LIFE.** The Burgess Shale and the Nature of History. Med. 8vo, First U.K. Edition; pp. 352(last 5 blank); numerous illustrations in text, bibliography, index; original papered boards; a nice copy in dustwrapper. London; Hutchinson Radius; (1990). ***The story of one of the most remarkable fossil sites in the world and the Cambrian Explosion of life forms. #58206  A$50.00
75  **Grabau, Amadeus W.; S.D.  THE RHYTHM OF THE AGES.**
With [a new] introduction by Albert V. Carozzi, University of Illinois.  Roy. 8vo, Facsimile Edition; pp. [iv], x, xviii, 588(including plates), [4](blank); portrait frontispiece, 25 plates & maps, 126 text illustrations, 32 tables, references (to introduction), bibliography, general index, index of genera and species; original buckram; a nice copy.  Huntington, New York; Robert E. Krieger Publishing Co., Inc.; 1978.  ***Originally published in Peking China in 1940 in an edition of only 800 copies.  Grabau’s theories prefigure many modern ideas of plate tectonics, continental drift, astronomical influences on crustal movements, orogenesis, etc.**  #65559  

A$95.00
76  **Geikie, Archibald. THE SCENERY OF SCOTLAND.** Viewed in Connexion with its Physical Geology. With a Geological Map By Sir Roderick I. Murchison, K.C.B. F.R.S. and Archibald Geikie, F.R.S. Edin and Illustrations. Cr. 8vo, First Edition; pp. xvi, 360; coloured folding geological map, 6 plates (including map of Scotland), 23 text figures (some full-page), index; original cloth; uncut; a nice, clean copy; scarce. London and Cambridge; Macmillan and Co.; 1865. ***With a rather nice inscription on half-title awarding the book as first prize in Physical Geography to a female student in Glasgow, dated May 1874. #65566 A$250.00
77  **Glick, Thomas F. WHAT ABOUT DARWIN?** All Species of Opinion from Scientists, Sages, Friends, and Enemies Who Met, Read, and Discussed the Naturalist Who Changed the World. Med. 8vo, First Edition; pp. xxxii, 520; original stiff wrappers (lower corner of rear wrapper very slightly creased); a fine copy. Baltimore; The Johns Hopkins University Press; (2010). ***A large collection of writings on Darwin and his science by a wide variety of authors. #65635  A$40.00
Galton, Francis; F.R.G.S. *THE ART OF TRAVEL;* or, Shifts and Contrivances available in Wild Countries. Second Edition, Revised and Enlarged, with many additional woodcuts. Cr. 8vo, Second Edition; pp. xii, 248(last blank), 32(adv., dated February, 1857); numerous text illustrations, index; original cloth (soiled & a little worn; lacking front endpaper; some foxing & minor soiling); a very good copy; rare. London; John Murray; 1856. ***First published in the previous year; a number of later editions followed, up to the eighth of 1893, the fifth being the last with any new material. All original editions are rare. Charmingly written and full of practical information: “Mounting an ox is usually a troublesome business, on account of his horns. To make oxen quiet and tame, scratch their back and tails—they dearly love it—and hold salt in your hands for them to lick. They soon learn their names, and come to be caressed when called.” #65681

A$450.00
79  **Garfield, Simon.** *JUST MY TYPE.* A book about fonts. First Edition; pp. 352; numerous illustrations, bibliography, index; original papered boards; a fine copy in dustwrapper. (London); Profile Books; (2010). #65833  

A$30.00
80  **Gomme, George Laurence.  THE VILLAGE COMMUNITY.**  
With special reference to the origin and form of its survivals in Britain.  
With maps and illustrations.  Cr. 8vo, First Edition; pp. [iii]-xii(lacking half-title), 300, [16](adv.); 5 maps (3 folding), 12 figures, index;  
original cloth, gilt (a little flecked; spine faded; some light pencilled marginalia); a very good copy; scarce.  London; Walter Scott; 1890.  
***The Contemporary Science Series, Edited by Havelock Ellis, Volume VI.  Includes references to India.  #65836  A$35.00
81  **Gross, John; Edited by. THE OXFORD BOOK OF PARODIES.**
Med. 8vo, First Edition, Third Impression; pp. [ii], xx, 346(last 7 blank); several illustrations, sources, index of parodists, index of the parodied; original papered boards; a fine copy in dustwrapper.
(Oxford); Oxford University Press; (2010). #65920  A$30.00
82  Gibbons, Tom. **ROOMS IN THE DARWIN HOTEL.** Studies in English Literary Criticism and Ideas 1880-1920. First Edition; pp. xii, 164; references, index; original papered boards; a fine copy in slightly torn & faded dustwrapper. (Nedlands); University of Western Australia Press; (1973). #65932  A$35.00
83  Gottesman, Ronald and Bennett, Scott.  **ART AND ERROR.**  

**A$30.00**
Green, Roger Lancelyn. **HEROES OF GREECE AND TROY.**
85 Grinsell, Leslie V. **BARROW, PYRAMID AND TOMB.** Ancient burial customs in Egypt, the Mediterranean and the British Isles. with 150 illustrations. Med. 8vo, First Edition; pp. 240; 150 illustrations & maps, appendix, bibliography, index; original papered boards; a fine copy in dustwrapper. London; Thames and Hudson; (1975). #66129

A$30.00
86  Grant, Michael. **THE ETRUSCANS**. Med. 8vo, First Edition; pp. xvi, 320(last 3 blank); 24 maps, 24 plates, chronological table, notes, bibliography, index; original cloth; a nice copy in torn & creased dustwrapper. (New York); Charles Scribner’s Sons; (1980). #66138
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